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I. INTR~OUCTI~N

Let K be a local field with finite residue field. For the purposes of this
paper, “local class field theory” consists of the (more or less) explicit
description of the maximal abelian extension Kab of K, of the calculation
of the galois group Gal(K,,/K);
i.e., the proof that Gal(KJK)
N K*,
the completion of K* with respect to the topology given by the open
subgroups of finite index in K”, and finally of a description of the
isomorphism
K* r Gal(K,,/K).
L oca 1 c1ass field theory in this paper
does not include, e.g., a calculation of the Brauer group Br(K).
It is the aim of this paper, which is partly expository in nature, to show
that local class field theory in this sense can be treated briefly and without
using any of the involved (but powerful) machinery that one “usually”
finds in this connection. In particular we need nothing at all (not even
in a concealed way) of the cohomology of groups. All the facts we assume
known are collected in Section 2. A large part of this paper (Sections 3,5,
6, and most of 7) is closely related to the authors 1969 Amsterdam thesis.
The remaining part of this introduction
consists of an outline of the
structure of the theory.
First let K be a local field with algebraically closed residue field, and
let L/K be an abelian (necessarily totally ramified) extension of K. Then
one forms the following sequence.
0-

U(L)
W/K)

Gal (L/K) -f-+

-% U(K)--+0

(1-l)

where U(L) and U(K) are the units of L and K, respectively; V(L/K) is
the subgroup of U(L) generated by the elements of the form s(u)+,
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u E U(L), s E Gal&/K);
the homomorphism
i associates the class of
s(?T~)(T&~ to s E Gal&/K),
w h ere 7~~ is a uniformizing
element of L;
and N is induced by the norm map NLix .
The first main result on which the theory rests is
THEOREM

1.2.

The sequence (1.1) is exact.

The proof of this theorem (cf. Section 4) presented here, is completely
new. The old proof in [4] still used some cohomology of groups theory.
Next, let K be a local field with finite residue field and L/K an abelian
extension of K. Taking maximal unramified extensions and completing
them we obtain an abelian extension of local fields with algebraically
closed residue fields &,/K,,
with galois group Gal(&,/K,,)
canonically
isomorphic to Gal(L/K),,,
, the ramification subgroup of Gal(L/K). We
can now form the diagram with exact rows.

where F is a lift of the Frobenius automorphism
F E Gal(K,/k), K, the
algebraic closure of K. Because ker(F - 1: U(&,.) -+ U(K,,)) = U(K)
and the induced map F - 1: Gal(K/K),,,
-+ Gal(L/K),,,
is the zero
map, we obtain by means of the snake lemma a homomorphism
4(L/K):

U(K) -+ Gal(-W&m

.

The same kind of morphism occurs in [6]. This homomorphism
turns
out to be surjective and its kernel is NLIKU(L). It is also functorial in L.
These homomorphisms
then look remarkably like part of the “reciprocity
homomorphisms”
r(L/K): K* -+ Gal(L/K),
which we are trying to
construct.
The next step is to construct a number of abelian totally ramified
extensions L,/K which have maximally small norm groups. These are
the Lubin-Tate
extensions first constructed in [7]. In case K = Q,
they are the extensions generated by the p’th roots of unity.
They are obtained as follows. Choose a uniformizing
element rrK of K.
Letf(X)
be a polynomial of the form
f(X)

= XQ + 7r&*-,XQ-’

+ *-. + a,X2) + 7rKX
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where ai E A(K), the integers of K, and q is the number of elements of k,
the residue field of K. Letf(“)(X)
b e inductively defined as f(m)(X) =
f(f(“-l)(X))
and let X, b e a root off(“)(X)
that is not a root off’“-l)(X).
One defines L, = K(h). 0 ne now proves the following.
1.3.

THEOREM

(i)

NLmIK(U(Lm)) C P(K)
(ii)

L,/K

The “almost

= (u E U(K) 1u FE 1 mod 7~~~1.

is an abelian totally ram$ed extension of degree(q -

reciprocity

l)q+l.

homomorphism”

then gives N,/,( U(L,)) =
= Z is topologically
free) the almost reciprocity homomorphism
yields that Gal(K,,/K)
N
U(K) x Z and that Kab = L, - K,, , where L, = u L, . It remains to
“extend” the almost reciprocity homomorphism
Urn(K), and using this (and the fact that Gal(K,,/K)

$: U(K) -

Gal&b/K)-

to a reciprocity homomorphism
Y: K* ---t Gal(K,,/K)
such that the kernel
of Y: K* + Gal(Kab/K) -+ Gal(L/K)
is precisely N,,,(L*)
for abelian
extensions L/K. It turns out that the map ZJ++ C#J(U-‘) can indeed be
extended in this way.
Finally we give the “explicit” description of Y: K* -+ Gal(K,,/K),
due
to Lubin and Tate. This final part of Section 7 is based on [7].
Over the years I have had many valuable conversations with various
people about local class field theory. It remains for me to thank them,
especially Dr. A. Menalda (to whom I owe a main part of the idea of the
proof of Theorem
1.3(ii), Prof. J. Neukirch (who challenged me to
get rid of all cohomological considerations), Prof. F. Oort, and the many
people who urged me to write this.

2. PRECIS OF NOTATIONS,

CONVENTIONS

AND RESULTS ASSUMED

KNOWN

In this section we have collected the results without proofs that
will be used in the following. They can all be found in a standard text
like [8, Parts I, II; 91.
2.1. Notations (for Local Fields)

A local field K is a field K with a (normalized
K* -+ Z on it. We define:

OK- *

exponential)

valuation
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A(K)

= {X E K 1~~(3) 3 0}, the ring of integers of K.

U(K)

= {X E K j Q(X) = 01, the units of K.

rTTx-,a uniformizing
U&rK) = 1.

element

93(K) = {X E K / ZIP

of K; i.e., an element

> 0} = TEA,

the maximal

of K such that
ideal of A(K).

UnL(K) = (x E U(K) 1 x = 1 mod(rKm)).
k = A(K)/!R(K),
th e residue field of K. We shall always assume
that k is perfect.
K* = K\(O), the invertible

elements of K.

Finally # S denotes the number
2.2. Extensions

of elements of a set S.

of Local Fields

Let L/K be a finite galois extension. The galois group is denoted
Gal(L/K).
This is a solvable group if the residue field is finite or algebraically closed (cf. [8, chap. IV, Sect. 21). (If L/K is not galois one
denotes with P(K, L -+ Q) the various isomorphisms
of L into a (large
enough) algebraically closed field Q). Let KL be the maximal unramified
subextension of L/K. The subgroup Gal(L, KL) is denoted Gal(L/K),,,
and is called the ramification
subgroup of Gal(L/K).
Gal(L/K),,,
is
a normal subgroup of Gal(L/K). If M/K is a galois extension containing
L/K then the natural map Gal(M/K)
-+ Gal(L/K)
maps Gal(M/K),,,
into Gal(L/K),,,
.
Let K,, be a maximal unramified extension of K. The completion
R ?zT9 is a local field with as residue field A, , an algebraic closure of k.
We now choose once and for all an algebraically closed extension 52 of
K,, and all extensions of K are supposed to be contained in Q. If k is
finite, then Gal(K,,/K)
= 2 (th e completion of Z with respect to the
topology of subgroups of finite index) and we use F to denote the
Frobenius automorphism
in Gal (kJk), to denote its canonical lift in
Gal(K,,./K)
and its extension to a K-automorphism
of K,, .
Kab denotes the maximal
abelian extension of K. If k is finite
K, C Ka,, .
is a galois extension with its galois
If L/K is finite galois, then&./K,,
canonically isomorphic
to Gal(L/K),,,
[restrict
group G4k,/&w)
s E Gal(x,,lK,,.)
to L].
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2.3. Two Results on Norm Maps
L/K

(i) Let K be a local field with algebraically
a finite extension of K. Then
and

N LIK- *L*+K*

closed residue field, and
u(L) + u(K)

NL,K:

are surjective (cf. [8, Chap. VI).
(ii) Let K be a local field with finite residue field and L/K an
unramified
galois extension. Then NLIK: U(L) ---f U(K) is surjective
(cf. [8, Chap. V, Sect. 21).

3. THE

DECOMPOSITION

THEOREM

Let K be a local field (in the sense of Section 2). We fix some algebraically closed field Q containing K,, . All composite fields are supposed
to be taken in this large field.
THEOREM
3.1. Let LjK be a finite galois extension, where K is a local
Jield with finite residue jield. Then there is a totally ramified extension
L’jK
such that La, = L’ . K,, = L . K,, = L,, . If Gal(L/K),,,
C
Z Gal(L/K) we can take L’/K to be an (abelian) galois extension. (Here ZG
denotesthe center of the group G.)

Let KL be the maximal unramified subextension of L/K.
The galois group Gal(K,/K)
is cyclic withF (Frobenius) as a
Proof.

L

K-

KL

generator. Let F’ be any lift in Gal(L/K) of F. Let r be the order of F’.
Let K,. be the unramified extension of degree r of K. Then KL C K,. Define
F” E Gal(L . KJK) by means of the conditions F” 1K, = Frobenius E
Gal(K,/K)
and F” 1 L = F’ E Gal(L/K). Then F” is well defined. Let
L’ be the invariant
field of F”. Then L’jK is totally ramified and
L’s K, =L-

Finally,

K,.

if Gal(L/K),,,

C 2 Gal(L/K),

then

G(L . KT/K)mm C 2 Gal(L * K,./K)
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which implies that the subgroup of Gal(L - KJK)
normal, so that L’ is galois over K.

generated

by F” is

Remark 3.2. Theorem
(3.1) is also true for local fields K with
perfect (but not necessarily finite) residue fields (cf. [4, 2.8; or, 5, no. 21).
The proof is different in those cases.
COROLLARY 3.3. Let K&,, be the maximal abelian extension of K. Then
Kab = K,, . L where L/K is a maximal totally ramiJed abelian extension
of K.

Proof.
Use infinite
is topologically free.

galois theory and the fact that Gal(KJK)

N 2

COROLLARY 3.4. Gal(K,,/K),,,
= lim Gal(L/K),,,
where L/K YWZS
over allJinite abelian extensions and the maps Gal(L/K),,,
--f Gal(M/K),,,
are induced by the natural projections Gal(L/K) --t Gal(M/K)
if M CL;
Gal(K,,/K)
-N Gal(K,,/K),,,
x 2.

4. LOCAL

FIELDS

WITH

ALGEBRAICALLY

CLOSED

In this section K is a local field with algebraically

RESIDUE

FIELD

closed residue field.

4.1. Let L/K be a finite abelian galois extension (necessarily totally
ramified). We consider the following sequence of abelian groups
0-

- ‘VL/K

WI
V(LIK)

Gal (L/K) ic

U(K)-0

(4.1.1)

where U(L) is the group of units of L; U(K) is the group of units of K;
V(L/K) is the subgroup of U(L) generated by the elements of the form
su/u, u E U(L), s E Gal(L/K);
NL,K is induced by the norm map U(L) --f
U(K) (it is clear that NLIK( V(L/K)) = {I)); and i is defined as i(s) = class
of srrL,kTTL(this does not depend on the choice of rrJ.
4.2.

LEMMA

The map i is a homomorphism

of groups.

Proof.

m=
=L

s(t(~L))
+L)

.

+L)
“L

=

- 4~L)
TL

* -$$

mod V(L/K)
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because t(nJ is another uniformizing
for a certain u E U(L).

element

of L; i.e., t(nL) = u7rL

THEOREM
4.3 ON THE FUNDAMENTAL
EXACT
SEQUENCE.
Let L/K be
a finite abelian extension of the local field K (with algebraically closed
residue $eld). Then sequence (4.1.1)

0 --+

Gal (L/K) 2

U(L)
ww)

-

U(K)-0

is exact. This sequence will be called the fundamental

exact sequence.

The proof of Theorem (4.3) is divided into several steps. We first
prove the injectivity of i. To do this we use the following elementary
lemma on abelian groups.
LEMMA
4.4. Let G be a finite abelian group and g E G an element of G.
Then there exists a subgroup H of G such that the following conditions are
fuelled

(i) G/H is cyclic.
(ii) If r: G---t G/H is the canonical map, then ord(g)
where ord( ) denotes the order of a group element.

= ord(r(g))

Proof.
Let G = @ G, be the decomposition
of G into its Sylow
subgroups, and let g = (g,), under this decomposition.
We write GP
as a direct sum of cyclic groups

For n E Z, let V,(n) denote the number
n = p”Jn) * m with (p, m) = 1 and let
%kD) = y=Gn

of factors p in n; i.e.,

- %(g&>)>

Then
ord(g,) = pl”p(‘p)
Now choose an index b such that w,(g,)

’
Q==@ins& (Pn)
H=@H,CG

= ia - u,(g,(b)).
CG,

And let
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Then if r,: GP ---t G,/H, is the canonical
and consequently ord(g) = ord(r(g)).
4.5. Proof of the injectivity

of i. Gal(L/K)
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map, ord(g,)
+

= ord(r,(g,))

lJ(L)/V(L/K)

Let 1 # g E G = Gal(L/K);
and let H be a subgroup of G such that
the two assertions of (4.4) hold. Let g be the image of g in G/H, then
g f 1; letf be a generator of G/H and let f be any lift in G off; then if
g=f’
g =f’h
for a certain h E H.
Suppose that i(g) E V(L/K).

where i = 1, 2,..., ord(f);

Then we have [using (4.2)]

and hi runs through

the elements

of H; and

uij E U(L).

Now because
___
f iw)
u

=

fihW
j+‘h(u)

. fi-'44
fi-2h(u)

. . . w.

w

.+

(4.5.2)

we can rewrite (4.5.1) as
w E u(L),

uh E u(L)

Let M be the invariant field of the subgroup H of G. Taking
both sides of equation (4.5.3) we obtain

(4.5.3)

NLIM on

(4.5.4)

where TM = N=I~(z-~) and ~7 = NL,M(w). Because M/K is cyclic,
Eq. (4.5.4) implies that n-,&!ijM1 E K, which is impossible because M/K is
totally ramified and r < ord( 3) = [M : K], as g # 1.
The second step of the proof of Theorem (4.3) consists of the proof
of the exactness of the fundamental
sequence in the case that L/K is a
cyclic extension. To do this we need the “classical” version of “Hilbert
90” (cf. [3, Sect. 13, Sat2 1141).
We repeat the proof for completeness sake.
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LEMMA
4.6. (“Hilbert
90.“) Let L/K be a cyclic galois extension and
suppose that iVLlx(x) = 1 f or a certain x EL. Then there exists an y EL
such that x = sy/ y, where s E Gal(L/K) is a generator of the galois group.

Proof.

Let a be any element of L. One forms

y = a + s(u) x-l + ?(a) * s(x-l)

* x-l + *** + P-l(u)

* sn-2(x-1) *a* s(a+) * x-l

where n = ord(s). We then have
s(y) = s(a) + 9(a) s(x-1) + .-* + P-l(u)
+ S”(U) * sn-1(x-l)

As sn(a) = a and s+l(x-l)

* P--2(x-l)

*** s(x-1)

*-* s(x-1).

a** s(x-I) 2-l = 1, it follows that
s(y) x-1 = y.

If y were equal to zero for all a, then letting a run through a basis of L
over K we would have a nontrivial solution (viz., (1, x-l, s(x-l) x-l -*P-2,x-l)
a** s(x-1) x-1)) f or an n x n system of linear equations with
nonzero determinant.
Therefore y # 0 for suitable a, which means that
x = s(y)y-1.
4.7. Proof of the Exactness of the Fundamental
Cyclic Case
Let L/K

Exact Sequence in the

be a cyclic extension. We consider
0 ----+ Gal (L/K) 2

U(L) N_

V/K)

U(K)--+0

(4.7.1)

The injectivity of i has just been proven. The surjectivity of N is very
well known [cf. (2.3)]. It remains to prove that ker N = Im i. That
N 0 i is the zero map is obvious. Suppose then that N(U) = 1. According
to Lemma 4.6 there is an y EL* such that u = s(y)y-r, where s is a
generator of Gal(L/K). Write y = rr,%. Then

which concludes the proof.
The next step (the third) of the proof of Theorem
easy technical lemmata.

4.3 consists of two
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LEMMA
4.8. Let L/K be a finite galois extension, and M a galois subextension of L. Then the induced map

is surjective.
Proof.
Let H be the subgroup of G = Gal(L/K) corresponding to M.
It suffices to show that g(u)/u E Im NLIM for g E G/H and u E U(M).
Because NL,,,,,: U(L) -+ U(M) is surjective there is an v E U(L) such that
NLjM(v) = u. Let g E G be any lift of g- Then

which proves the lemma.
LEMMA
4.9. Let L/K be a jinite abelian extension, and M a subextension
ofL such that L/M is cyclic. Then the following sequence is exact

0 --+

Gal (L/M) &

U(L)
W/K)

-N,

u(M)
V(M/K)

Proof.
i is injective because Gal(L/M)
is a subgroup
[cf. (4.5)] and N is surjective because N: U(L) -+ U(M)
Now consider the following commutative
diagram

0 ---+ Gal(L/M)

L

U(L)/ w/w

N

0-

A

U(L)/ V/K)

dL

Gal(L/M)

-O
of Gal(L/K)
is surjective.

U(M) --

U(W/ VPW

0

-

0

where the two arrows in the middle and on the right are natural projections. Let u E U(L) and suppose N(u) E V(M/K).
Because of Lemma 4.8
there is a v E V(L/K) such that N(v) = N(u), i.e., N(zlv-l) = 1. Using
exactness of the top line (4.7) we obtain that uv-l = s(n&,
mod V(L/M)
for a certain s E Gal(L/M),
which implies zl = s(rL) ~~~ mod V(L/K).
This proves the lemma.
The final step in the proof of Theorem 4.3 is an induction argument.
4.10. Proof of Theorem 4.3
Let L/K be an abelian extension and M/K be a subextension
L/M is cyclic. By induction we can assume that the fundamental
for M/K is exact. Now consider the following diagram

such that
sequence
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Gal(L/M)

U(L)/ VW)

U(M)/ ww)

-

-

U(K) -

0

U(K) -

0

0
0
The second column is exact according to Lemma 4.9. The first column is
exact and so is the third row (induction hypothesis). It follows that the
second row is also exact.
Remark 4.11. It is not difficult to extend Theorem 4.3 to cover the
case of nonabelian (totally ramified) galois extensions. The fundamental
exact sequence then becomes
0 ---+ Gal(L/K)” 0 (4.11.1)
U(L)/ W/K) U(K) -

where G&b denotes the maximal abelian quotient of G. Indeed let M be
the field corresponding
to (G, G), the commutator
subgroup
of
G = Gal(L/K).
By induction on the number of elements of (G, G)
we see that it suffices to prove the exactness of sequence (4.11.1) in the
case that M’IK is a subgalois extension of L/K containing M such that
L/M’ is abelian and such that the fundamental
sequence for M’IK is
exact. We now have the following diagram.
0
Gal(L/M’)

Gal(L/K)ab

0-

Gal(M’/K~b

=

i

Gal(L/M’)

U(L)/V(L/K)

-

U(M’)/V(/(M’/K)
I

0

N

-fL

U(K) -

0

U(K) -

0
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The map iy is an isomorphism and p is the zero map because n/r’ contains
M, the field of invariants of (G, G). It follows that i is injective, as the
bottom row is exact by induction
hypothesis. The second column
is exact by an argument identical to the one used in (4.9), using
Theorem 4.3 instead of (4.5). It follows that the second row is exact.

5. “ALMOST"

THE RECIPROCITY

HOMOMORPHISM

5.1. In this section K is a local field with finite residue field of q
elements, and L/K is a finite (abelian) galois extension that is totally
ramified. Let Klz,. and L,, be the maximal unramified extensions of K
and L and let $, and 2, be their completions. The extension &J&r
is
also (abelian) galois and totally ramified and the galois group Gal@,,/&)
is naturally isomorphic with Gal(L/K) [cf. (2.2)].
The algebraic closure of the residue field K of K is denoted K,; it is the
residue field of K,, and &, .
We use the symbol F for the Frobenius morphism of Gal(lz,/K) for
their canonical lifts in Gal(K,,/K)
and Gal(L,,/L) and also for their
extensions to k,, and &,. . We can now form the following diagram
(cf. Section 4).
a
rY
-.
‘Y \
i
1
o dGdL/K)-

&,)/V(~,,/i,,)
F-1

;

I
_________
----------,I’

O-Gal&/K)-

:
\g
\

I&,,)
1

_FA-------

-0

:
I’
/’

---l’
F-l

(5.1.1)

U(i..)/V(inr/inr)-~(IZ~~)-o

I

‘\ -----c

--+

b

-

1
D

where F - 1 is the homomorphism
which associates F(u) u-l
u E U(&,); X, Y, C, D are the appropriate kernels and cokernels.
LEMMA

5.2.

(i) F - I : U(&,)
is surjective.
(ii)
(iii)

F -

+ U(&.)

1: V(&,/&.)

ker(F -

I: U(&.)

is swjective; F -

4 V(Ln,/RnJ

-+ U(&.))

1: A(&.)

is surjective.

= U(K).

-+ A(&?)

to
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Proof.
(i) Use the filtration of U(K~,.) by the subgroups
units congruent to 1 mod nK”. The induced homomorphisms
F F -

1: U(&JU1(&)

II

1: U’@n,)/Un+l(&.)

k,*

---f k,*

g

LP(K,,,)

of

U(&,)/U1(&,)

N k, --+ k, gg U’@n,)/Un+l(It,,)

are
F - 1: k,* + ks*,

x I-+ a/J--l

F-

xwxq-x

l:k,+k,,

which are surjective because k, is algebraically closed. The first part of(i)
now follows by a well-known argument concerning homomorphisms
of complete filtered abelian grou s. For the second part of (i) use the
filtration by the 7rKnA(KnF) of A( 18,,). The induced maps F - 1: K, -P k,
are (again) the maps x H Xp - X.
(ii) Now let t(x) x-l E V(L,,,./K,,). It suffices to show that these
elements are in Im(F - 1). Choose y E U(&.) such that (F - l)(y) = X.
Then we have

because F and t commute as L/K is totally ramified.
(iii) Let u E U(K,,), and F(u) = u. We write u = uO’ + ~~wr’,
with u, E K,,; F(u) = u yields Fu,’ = u,’ mod “K . Hence we can
write u = u, + ?i-Kwi with u, E K; then Fu = u yields Fw, = w1 .
Now write wi = rr~ur , ui E U(K,,);
this process with u1 instead of u gives
u =

u,

+

7Tr;'u*,

+

n,+1
TrK

this gives Fu, = u,; repeating
w2 9 UC7
3 ulo E K.

Continuing in this way we see that u E K mod rrKn for all n, and hence that
u E U(K) because K is complete.
5.3. DEFINITION
OF #L/K):
U(K) -+ Gal(L/K).
Let L/K be totally
ramified abelian. One forms the diagram (5.1.1). The rows of this diagram
are exact by Theorem 4.3. Therefore, there is (by the snake lemma) an
induced homomorphism
g: Y -+ C as shown. According to Lemma
5.2(iii), Y = U(K). Further, because L/K is totally ramified, F commutes
with every t E Gal(L/K)
so that F - 1: Gal(L/K) -+ Gal(L/K)
is the
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zero map, which permits us to identify C with Gal(L/K).
obtain “the almost reciprocity homomorphism”
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We therefore

+(L/K): U(K) -+ Gal&/K)

for abelian totally ramified
PROPOSITION

extensions L/K.

5.4.

(i)

#(L/K)

(4

WWIK))

is surjective.
= NLIK( U(L))-

Proof.
(i) To prove (i) it suffices to show that D = 0 in diagram 5.1.1,
which
follows
from
the surjectivity
of F - 1: U&J
-+ U(&)
[Lemma 5.2(i)].
(ii) It is clear that N&U(L))
C a(X) (cf. diagram 5.1.1). Now let
the element f E X be represented by x E U(&,.). Then

(because % E X). According to Lemma 5.2(ii) there is a y E V(&JK,,)
such that (Fy)y-l = (Fx)x-l. 0 r, in other words, F(xy-I) = xy-l, which
implies xy-l E U(L) by Lemma
5.2(iii). And therefore N&X)
=
N&xy-l)
E NL,K( U(L)), i.e., a($) E N&U(L)).
This concludes the
proof of the proposition.
THEOREM 5.5. For every jinite
we have an isomorphism

abelian totally ramified extension L/K

These isomorphisms are functorial in the sense that ifL/K is totally rami$ed
abelian extension and M/K a subextension of L/K then the following
diagram is commutative
U(K)INLIKU(L)

----+

1
U(K)INM,KU(W

--+

Gal(L/K)
1
GaVW)

Proof. The first statement is Proposition 5.4 and the second statement
follows from the functoriality
of the connecting morphism g of the snake
lemma.
6071x8/2-4
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5.6. It is convenient to have a slight extension of Theorem 5.5 to the
case of finite abelian (not necessarily totally ramified) extensions L/K.
Let F’ be any lift in Gal&,/K)
of the Frobenius morphism in Gal(k,/K);
let L’ be the invariant field of F’. Then L’jR is abelian totally ramified and
L;, = L,, . Identifying
Gal(L/K),,,
and Gal(L’/K)
in the canonical
way we find a diagram:
x
a
l Y

This, as in Proposition
U(WN,*,.(
But L’ * K, = L * K,
L * K,/L and L’ * KJL

5.4, yields an isomorphism:
W’))

Gal(L/Qam

-

for some finite unramified extension
are unramified extensions. Further
N M’/M(wq)

if M’/M
N&U(L)),

5.7.

U(K)/NLIK(U(L))

For everyjinite

K,/K

and

NLt,K(U(L’))

=

= U(M)

is an unramified
extension (2.3). Therefore
which gives us an isomorphism
WK):

THEOREM

= Gal&‘/K)

A

Gal(W&~

abelian extension L/K there is a canonical

isomorphism
W/K):

U(K)INLIK(

U(L)) 5

Gal(WJram

that is functorial
in the sense that tj’ M/K is a larger abelian extension
(i.e., L C M) then the following diagram commutes
U(K)/NL~K( U(L)) --%

Gal(L/K)mm

t
U(W/NWK(

t
Gal(lMjQam

u(L)) -%
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where the first vertical arrow is the canonical projection and the second one
is induced by the canonical projection Gal(M/K)
+ Gal(LIK).
Proof. Cf. 5.6. The functoriality
of the snake lemma.

6.

THE

follows again from the functoriality

LUBIN-TATE

EXTENSIONS

As in the previous section, let K be a local field with finite residue field
h of q elements, Let TK = r be a uniformizing
element of K; A(K) is the
ring of integers of K.
6.1. De$nition
Let

of the Lubin-Tate

f (X) be a polynomial

extensions L,IK

over A(K) of the form

f(X) = xq + %+&XQ-1 + +*.+ a,X2) + 7rx,

112,..., a,-, E A(K)

We use f c@(X) to denote the mth iterate off(X);
i.e., f(‘)(X) = f(X),
f(“)(X)
= f (f (m-1)(X)). As X divides f(X), it follows that f (+l)(X)
divides f cm)(X). F or each m let X, be a root off cm)(X) that is not a root
off (m-l)(X). w e can choose (and shall do so) the h, in such a way that
extensions
f@n) = Ll
f or each m >, 2. We define the Lubin-Tate
L,/K as L, = K&J.
It is the aim of this section to prove the following theorem concerning
the extensions L,IK.
6.2.

THEOREM

(i) L,IK
to U(K)/U”(K).
(ii)

is totally

~~,dU(h,J)

ram$ied

abelian. Its galois group is isomorphic

= Urn(K).

The proof of this is in several steps.
LEMMA
6.2. L,JK is totally ramified; h,n is a uniformizing
element
ofL?n *
Proof. f (“)(X)/f (+l)(X) is an Eisenstein polynomial.
The second step is to show that NLm/K(U(Lm)) C Urn(K). TO do this
we need a “denseness of separable polynomials”
lemma.
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LEMMA
6.3. Let k be an arbitraryjeld,
g = Xn + an-lXn-1 + *.* + a,, ,
a polynomial over k such that (n, char(k)) = 1 if char(k) # 0. Then there
exists an r > 0 and a polynomial g” of degree < r - 1 such that the
polynomial h = X?g + 2 is separable (i.e., has only simple roots).

Proof. If k has infinitely many elements, we can choose I = 1 and g
equal to some suitable constant c E k. [For (d/dX)(Xg
+ c) is independent
of c and has only finitely many roots.] Suppose now that #k = Q, then
dg/dX + 0 (because (n, char(k)) = 1). Let xi ,..., x,-i be the set of roots
of dg/dX. The x1 ,..., x,-~ are all contained in some finite extension k’ of
k. Let #k’ = qs; we can assume that q8 > degree(g). Let h be the
polynomial (r = qs+l; g := -Xqg(X)
+ 1)
h := XQ”“k(X) - x*g(x)

+ 1,

g

= (xq*+l - XP) &.

If a is a root of dh/dX, then we have either that a is a root of X’Jatl - XQ
and then h(a) = 1, or we have that a is a root of dg/dX, then a E k’, hence
a@ = a, and also h(a) = 1.
Q.E.D.
We are now in a position

THEOREM

to prove the inclusion

6.5.
K,IK(

Proof.

u E V(L,)

&L))

c UrnW)

Every element of U(L,) can be written as a product uu’, where
and u is a (q - 1)th root of unity. But
jqu’)

= (u’)(P-lw-l

= 1

where we have written

N for N61K. Hence, it suffices to show that
Th is is clearly true for m = 1. Therefore, we
assume m > 2. Every element of Ul(L,) can be written as a sum
N(iY(L,))

C Urn(K).

u = 1 + a,h + a,X2 + *.* + a,hn + x,

ai E A(K),

x := A,,

with n = m(q - 1) qm-l - 1 and V(X) >, v(T?), so that (n, char(k)) = 1
(m > 2; D denotes the normalized exponential valuation on K). Consider
the polynomial
d(X) = Xn + u,X+~ + a** + a, (same ai as in the
sum above). Let g be the reduction of d to a polynomial over k. Choose Y
and g” as in Lemma 6.4, let 6 be a lift of g” of the same degree as g”. Let
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h := X’d + d. Then the reduction of h in K[x] has no multiple roots,
hence all roots of h are in K,, . We can choose the constant term of h
equal to 1, which implies that the product of the roots x1 ,..., x1 of h is
equal to & 1, and that therefore the roots of h are all units (of K,,). Then
(1 - zih) *.* (1 - z,X) = 1 + a,h + *** + a,X” + x’ with z)(x’) > v(+)
and u = 1 + a,X + --a + anAn + x = (1 - +A) *me(1 - z&)(1 + y)
with v(y) > z)(+). N ow N(1 + y) E Urn(K). We have left to show that
iv

fi (1 - ZJ)
( i=l

E uyq
1

It suffices to show that NL .K ,K (n(l - a&) is in Urn(&).
This
follows from the commutati&y”lof”ihe
diagram below and the fact that
.P(K,,)
n U(K) = Urn(K) (because K,,/K is unramified).

(The commutativity
is proved as follows. Let x EL, , then x has the same
minimum
polynomial over K as over K,, because K,,/K is unramified
and L,/K is totally ramified, Q.E.D.).
In particular
f(“)(X)lf(“-l)(X)
jjr(l

we have that the minimum
E K,,[XJ. This yields
_

.$q

=

&?-1kl~-~

Pwl)
j'"-l'(z-l)

polynomial

'

of X EL,

x E wL)

* KnF is

(6.5.2)

[Thanks to the commutativity
of diagram (6.5.1) we can and shall use N
for both NL,lK and NL,.K,,/K,, indiscriminatedly.]
Setting yi : = ai1 we obtain from (6.5.2)

= fi f’“_W
e’-l f’” VJi)

(becausenzi=&landm>2

= 1 + lx.4 f’“‘(Yi) - m-1 f’“-“w
lx:=1 f ‘“-“(r,)

1
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The zi are units, therefore the yi too, and also thef(m-l)(yi),
as is easily
seen from the form off’“-l)(X).
It f o 11ows that it suffices to prove that
~lf’“‘oj~

- fJlf(“-Yri)

= 0 mo+“).

The automorphism
F E Gal(K,,/K),
the Frobenius
automorphism,
permutes the roots zi of h, hence F also permutes the yi . The homomorphism F reduces to x w ~8 mod (n). Therefore there exists a permutation u of I,..., t such that

f(rJ = ye(i) mod(m)
because x of
also reduces to x w XP mod (n).
For any two elements a, b E A(&),
if a = b mod (nr) with r > 1 then
up E b* mod (nrr+l) and T& z rbs mod (nr+l) (S = 1 ,..., q - 1) hence
also f(a) zf(b)
mod ($+l).
Applying this to the relation

f(rd =

YAM mod(4,

we obtain
f(m)(yi) E f(+l)(yo(jj)
Taking

mod(?rm).

the product over i we find

The next step (the third)consists of proving that L,/K is galois. To do
this we need the following elementary but powerful lemma of Lubin
and Tate [7].
LEMMA
6.6. Let K be a local$eld with finite residue$eld of q elements.
Let rr be a jixed uniformizing element of K. Let f (X), g(X) EA(K)[[X]]
be
two power seriesover A(K) such that

f(X)

= TX E g(X)

f(X)

G g(X)

mod(.X2)

E XQ mod(n)

LOCAL

Then for every a E A(K)
A(K) such that
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there exists a unique power series[aIf,,

ml.,

over

Gu) = klr.&JMm

[u]~,~(X) = aX mod(X2)
Proof.
that

One defines inductively

polynomials F,.(X) of degree

Y

such

fP@‘)) = FrkW) mod(XT+l)
FT(X) = F,+,(X) mod(XT+l).
One can take F,(X) = ax. Suppose we have found F,(X), for a certain
r 2 1. One then sets F,+,(X) = F,(X) + a,.+,X7+l where a,.,, is yet
to be determined. One has

f(F?+&X))

= f(F@))

+ na,+lX’+l

mod(XT+2)

F,+,(g(X))

G F,(g(X)) + T’+~u~+~X~+~
mod(XT+2).

These equations show that a,.,, must satisfy
a,+lXr+l

s

f(FdX))

g.pkl

-

Fdg(x))
*

mo,-J(~r+2)

which proves in any case (inductively) that F,.+,(X) is unique mod (Xr+2)
for all r, thus taking care of the uniqueness assertion concerning [aIf,,(
It remains to show that a,,, E A(K), which follows from
f(FT(X))
The series [aIf,,
COROLLARY

- F,@(X)) = (F&W

- FW’)

= 0 mod(4

is the limit of the F, . This proves the lemma.

6.7 [7].

(i) Mm = fP3
(4 klrwm
= Mm
(iii> Plf,,m7,rw) = x.

a, b EA(K)*

Here we have written [aIt for [a]r,r . All these equalities are proven
by showing that the left and right-hand sides both satisfy the same
characterizing properties of Lemma 6.6. E.g., [QT]~(X) = nX mod (X2)
on the other hand, f(X) = TX mod (X2)
andfa+m
= bwm);
ere
and f(fW
= fWW
Th
f ore [rlt(X) = f(X) by the uniqueness
assertion of (6.6).
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Now letf = X* + 7r(qq-1XQ-1 + es* + azx2) + rrX, as before. Taking

f = g in the lemma above, we have for every u E U(K) a power series
[u&(X) over A(K) such that f ([ulj(X)) = [u’Jt(f(X)). It follows that if )Im
is a root off tm)(X) that is not a root off(‘+l)(X),
then [u],(k), which
is in K&J
= L, because L, is complete and [ulr(X) E A(K)[[X]],
is another (possibly the same) root of f(“)(X),
which is not a root of
f (m-r)(X). To prove that L,IK is galois it suffices to show that by varying
u we get enough different roots [u]~(&) off’“)(X).
A preliminary lemma
for this is the following.
LEMMA
6.8. Letf (X) be a power series over A(K); let L/K be a Jinite
extension of K and suppose that there is a X EL with vL(X) > 0 such that
f(h) = 0. Then there exists a power series g(X) over A(L) such that
f(X) = (X - 9 A-0
Proof. Write f(X) = (X - X)g, + b, mod (X”) with b, E A(L)
(division with remainder in A(L)[X]. Nowf(X) = 0, therefore v&J
>
nv,(h) which goes to infinity as n --+ 00 because v,.(A) > 0. We also have
f(X) = (X - h)g,+r(X) + b,+r mod(Xm+l). And therefore

(X - Ug,(X)

- g,+l(X))

= 0 moWa, X9.

(6.8.1)

Write
gn+&q

- g,(X) = %X” + %p-l

+ **- + a,X + 42

Using (6.8.1) one obtains
vLw)
“L(4
o,(&l-,h

-

4
.. .
%-2)

2

HfJL(h>

2

no,@)

b

nu,(h)

which implies

It follows that the sequence gl,(X) has a limit g(X) as II --f 00. Then
f(X) = (X - 4 g(X) mod (Xn, ;\n) for all n; i.e., f (X) = (X - h)g(X).
Which proves the lemma.
We are now in a position to prove that L,/K is galois and to calculate
its galois group.
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PROPOSITION 6.9.
The extension L,/K
isomorphic to U(K)/??(K).

Proof.

is galois; its galois group is

We first remark that if u, 11’ E U(K), then [cf. (6.7)]
(6.9.1)

Plf Wlr w> = Wlf Go
Suppose we have proved that

Mr &I) = Wlr &J

=> u = u’ mod(W(K))

(6.9.2)

Because

U(K)/Um(K)
has (q - l)q”-l
elements
and [Lm : K] =
it f o11ows from (6.9.2) that L,/K
is galois. The assignment
s E Gal(L,/K)
++ class of any u such that s(L) = [u],(h,) then defines an
isomorphism
of Gal(L,/K)
with U(K)/U”(K)
[in virtue of (6.9.1)]. It
therefore remains to prove (6.9.2). Using (6.9.1) we see that it suffices
to prove that
[ulf (A,) = A, a u E 1 mod(V(K)).
(6.9.3)
(q -

I)qm-l

Let s E r(K, L --t Q). Then s(h) is a root of
continuously.
Further f(r)(&) is a root of
because [u]#(X))
= f([u],(X)).
Therefore,
roots of [ulr(X) - X. Applying
Lemma
factorization

[u]~(X) - X, because s acts
[ulr(X) - X for all Y < m
all the roots of f(“)(X)
are
6.8 repeatedly we find a

M (4 - x = f’“‘(4 .Go
But f’“‘(X)
= 7r”X + +... Comparing
and on the right we see that

the coefficients of X on the left

where a is the constant term of g(X).
[cf. (6.8)] the proposition is proven.

As g(X) has integral

coefficients

COROLLARY 6.10.

~L,IK(WmN
Proof.

This follows from Proposition

= Urn(K)
6.9 and Theorems

Remark 6.11. The Lubin-Tate
extensions L,
choice of VT,not on the choice of the polynomial
f(X)

5.5 and 6.5.

depend only on the

= Xg + 77(ag-lXq-1 + -** + azXz) + 7rX.
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Indeed, let g(X) be another polynomial of the same form. According to
Lemma 6.8 there is a unique power series [l],,,(X) such that [l],,,(X)
=
X mod(X2) and f[l],,,(X))
= [l],,,(g(X)).
Now let ppn be a root of
g(“)(X) that is not a root of g cnz-l)(X); then we see that [l]r,8(1*.m)is a root
of f(“)(X)
that is not a root off cm-l)(X) (look at ~l([l]~,&,J)
for this
last statement). But [l],,,&,J
E K(,u,), and therefore L, C K(pL,) and
comparing degrees we see that L, = K(pm).
We can therefore talk about the Lubin-Tate extensions associated to 7~.

Remark 6.12. n E K is a norm from each L, . Indeed NciK( --h,) = 7r
because the constant term of f ‘“)(X)/f cm-1)(X) is equal to 7r, and
f (m)(X)if(m-l)(X) is irreducible.

7. LOCAL
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In this section K is again a local field with finite residue field. Let
Kab be the maximal abelian extension of K. The first aim of this section
is to calculate Gal(K,,/K)
and to give a description of Kab . We then
proceed to “extend” the “almost reciprocity homomorphism”
$(L/K):

U(K)

--, Gal(L/I;I)

of Section 5 to a “reciprocity homomorphism” r(L/K):
K-+ Gal(L/K)
defined for all abelian L/K. And finally we give the explicit formula for
r(L/K) due to Lubin and Tate (and Dwork).
THEOREM

7.1.
Gal(&b/K) ram= U(K);

Proof.

Gal&b/K)

~1. U(K) X 2

For every finite abelian extension L/K we have an isomorphism
&W):

U(K)I~LIK(U(~))

Taking the limit over all finite abelian L/K

-

Gal(W%~

(7.1.1)

we obtain an isomorphism

4: &LI U(K)/NLI~( U(L)) 3 Gal(Kab/K)ram

(7.1.2)

(cf. Section 3.) Now U(L) is compact and NLiK is continuous. It follows
that NLd u(L)) is compact and therefore closed in U(K). As it is also a
subgroup of finite index [by (5.7)], it is also open in U(K), i.e., there
exists an n (depending on L) such that NL/K(U(L)) 3 Un(K).
By
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Theorem 6.2 there exists for every m E N an abelian extension L,/K
such that N L,lK(U(L,)) = Urn(K). It follows from these facts that the
projective limit on the left of (7.1.2) is equal to U(K). This proves the
first part of the theorem and also the second in virtue of (3.4). Fix a
uniformizing
element n of K. Let L, be the Lubin-Tate
extensions
corresponding
to this choice of rr. [Cf. (6.1) and (6.11)]. We write
L = Urn-L.
COROLLARY

7.2.

Kab = L, - K,, .

L, * K,, is an abelian extension and therefore contained in Kab .
We have a commutative diagram with exact rows.
Proof.

O--+Gal(L,K,/K&,,

-

GaltLn.

Km/K

)-+Gal(K,,/K)

-

0

where 01 is the natural projection; a’ is induced by a; and the homomorphisms
+(KJK)
and $(L,, * KJK)
are obtained by taking the
projective limit of the homomorphisms
$(L/K), where L/K runs through
the abelian subextensions of Kab and L, * KS7 , respectively.
is the projective limit of the isomorphisms
Now @I, . KwIK)
q Gal(L,/K)
and as NL,p(U(L,))
=
&L/K):
WWLJKVGJ)
F(K) by Theorem 6.2 we conclude that (b(LI, * K,,./K) is an isomorphism.
The homomorphism
+(K,,/K)
is also an isomorphism
(Theorem 7.1)
and therefore 01’ is an isomorphism
and thus 01too, which concludes the
proof of the corollary.
7.3. The group U(K) x
with respect to the topology
the sense of the topology on
regarded as this completion
K* -+ R* will be the natural

2 is the completion of K* CI U(K) x Z
of open subgroups of finite index. (Open in
K* induced by the valuation on K.) When
we shall write R* for U(K) x 2 and
inclusion.

Of course, one can choose many isomorphisms
R* _N U(K) x 2 N
It is the aim of the next few subsections to show that we can
choose this isomorphism in such a way that the kernel of

Gal(Kab/K).

K* -+ I?* -+ Gal(IPb/K)

-+ Gal(L/K)
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for every abelian L/K

(where the last map

7.4. Preliminary Definition
Let L’/K be a totally ramified abelian extension, rK a uniformizing
element of K that is a norm from L’, and K,/K and unramified (abelian)
extension of K. We define a homomorphism
r: K* -+ Gal(L’ * K,/K)
as follows. (We should of course write r,t.,% or something similar).
U(K) 3 u H T(U) : = +(u-~) E Gal(L’/K)

= Gal(L’ * K,JK,J

= Gal(L’ * K,/K,),,

vK w F E Gal(L’ * KJL’)

where F is the Frobenius automorphism
of Gal(L’ - KJL’) and u t-+ 4(u)
is the homomorphism
defined in (5.5).
The first step now is to show that this definition does not depend
on the choice of L’ in L’ - K, , and to show that for this definition one
does have the kernel property mentioned in 7.3. To this end we need the
following lemma, which is also useful further on.
LEMMA
7.5. Let L/K be an abelian extension. The index of N&L*)
in K is equal to the number # Gal(L/K).

Proof. Let KL be the maximal unramified
in L. We have [L : KL] = #(U(K)/N,,,(U(L)))
exact diagram.
o-.U(L)

-L*

-2-o

1NLIK
o-

where

fLIK :=

extension of K contained
[cf. (5.7)]. There is an

I,,:^

\xfL,X
UK

U(K)-K”-

z

-0

[KL : K]. Hence

#(K*/NL/&*))

=

*fLlK

#(U(K)/NLIR(U(L)))

= [L : KJ[K,

: K] = # Gal(L/K).

Q.E.D.

LEMMA
7.6. Let L” CL’ - K, be any other totally rami$ed abelian
extension such that L” - K, = L’ * K, (i.e., [L’ : K] = [L” : K]; same
situation as in the definition of r above). Then

ker(K*

A

Gal(L’ - K,/K)

-

Gal(L”/K))

= NL*,K(L”*).
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Proof. Lemma 7.5 implies that it suffices to show that NL-lK(L”*)
C
ker( -*e). For this it suffices to show that NL*,Jz-“) E ker( -a-) when 7~” is a
uniformizing
element of L” (because NL”lK( U(L”)) C ker(r) due to (5.7)
or because the uniformizing
elements of L” generate L”*). Let L” be the
invariant field of r(u)F.
Such an u E U(K) exists because I( U(K)) =
Gal(L’ * KJK),,,
[cf. (5.7)]. Write n” = XT’ where 7r’ EL’ is such that
NLp,K(~‘) = rK. We have

TK = ~L~.K”,K,(~‘) = &‘.K,IK”(X-l)
= NL’.K”,K,(x-l)

* &,.Kn,Kn(q

* NL”,K(+Y.

It follows that
~L’.K,IK&)
Now

r(u)F(d)

= rr”. Therefore,

in the group U(&)
m-Y4
7r’

(7.6.1)

E w-9

usingF(&)

= V’ and XV’ = yr” we have

= U(Li,)
= w4
7r’

= W%+)
F(x-l)

= w W’)
7r’

.

F(x-l)

= 44 FW
x-1

= FW

x-1

modWyq&,)

x-1

Hence, by the definition of the isomorphism
virtue of (7.6.1) and (7.6.2)]

(7.6.2)

4 in (5.5) we must have [in

NL,.K,IKn(x) = u mod NL,IK( u(L’))

(7.6.3)

and hence
r(NL-,&“))

which is the identity

= Y(ZQ) = r(u)F

on L”. This proves the lemma.

COROLLARY 7.7.
The dejkzition of Y in (7.4) is independent of the choice
of L’. More precisely, ;f we had used an L” as in Lemma 7.6 instead of L’
for the definition of r; i.e., if we had dejned

U(K) 3 u r-+ Y(U)
NL”,&r”)

= #4-l)
t-+ F

where F’ is the Frobenius automorphism of Gal(L”
have obtained the samehomomorphismY.

- KJL”),

then we would
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of the Reciprocity

Homomorphism

Choose a uniformizing
element n of K. Let L, be as before [cf. (7.1)]
then Kab = L, * KnT (7.2). Now define
Y: K* ---f Gal(&b/K)
U(K) 3 u w T(U) = $(u-‘) E Gal&/K)

= Gal&,/K,,)

n ++ F E Gal(K&,)
Remarks

7.9.

There are several remarks to be made concerning

this

definition:
1. As 7~is in NL,iK(Lm*)
with the one given in (7.4).
2. This definition
(7.9), Remark 11.

f or all m, cf. (6.12), this definition

is independent

3. The homomorphism
uniformizing
elements of K.

of the choice of r [by (7.7) and

r is determined

4. The homomorphism
r is the restriction
I?* --+ Gal(Kab/K)
[cf. (7.3)].
THEOREM

7.10.

Let L/K

agrees

by its values on the
to K* of an isomorphism

be an abelian extension, then we have

ker(K* --f Gal(Kab/K)

-+ Gal(L/K))

= NL,&*)

Proof.
It suffices to prove that N&L*)
is contained in this kernel
(7.5). Let K, be the maximal unramified extension of K contained in
for the
L; let [K, : K] = n. Let r, be the reciprocity homomorphism
base field K, . Then we claim that the following diagram is commutative.:

KZ* 1+n
Gal(L/K,)

NK,IK

-----+

K”
1r
W/W

(7.10.1)

To see this, let L’/K be a totally ramified abelian extension such that
= L - Km for some unramified extension Km/K of degree m. We

L’ - K,
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can assume that K, C Km . We have the following
extensions
L'.K,,,

L'.K,,

i',/
K

diagram

of field

= L.Km

I
KID

K,

Let F E Gal@’ * Km/L’) be the Frobenius automorphism.
Then F” is the
Frobenius automorphism
of L’ - Km/L’ - K, . Let rr be a uniformizing
element of K which is in NL*lK(L’*).
Then [cf. (7.4)]
m(v) = F”,

T(&,&T))

= r(n-“) = F”.

(7.10.2)

u E U(K,,).

(7.10.3)

It remains to check that

r&4 = Qk,,KW)

for

To this end let U’ E U(&r) = U&J
be a lift of u [for the norm map
o(L,, -+ U(&)].
The element U” = U’ - Fu’,..., Fn-W is then a lift of
NK,,,&)
= u - Fu,..., Fn-k,
The element r,(u) E Gal(L’ - Km/Km) =
Gal (L’ * Km/K,) is according to (5.5) and (7.4) characterized by

where 7~~’ is any uniformizing
--r,(U)

=L’

But

Y(V)

u’ . Fu’ . . . Fn-lU’
E ---Fu’

TL’

E Gal(L’

element

* &/A&)

.FZU’

. ..F”.J

of L’. Hence
= $k

mod V(&r/I&T)

for v E U(K) is characterized by

where 9’ is any lift of a. It follows that
Y,(U)

= r(NKnIK(u)) E Gal(L’ * Km/Km) C Gal@’ * Km/K,).

(7.10.4)
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account of (7.10.2) we have shown that the diagram

(7.10.5)
Gal(L’ * K,,JK,J ----f

Gal(L’ * K,/K)

is commutative, which implies the commutativity
of (7.10.1). The kernel
of r, in (7.10.1) is equal to N ,J&,*)
according to Lemma 7.6. It follows
that
NL,&*)
= NK,IK(NLIK,(L*))
= NK,&er
y,J C ker y.
[cf. (7.10.1)]. This proves the theorem.
COROLLARY 7.11.
The norm subgroups of K* (i.e., the subgroups
NLjK(L*) where L/K is an (abelian) Jinite extension of K) are precisely the
open subgroupsof jinite index.
For every open subgroup R of jinite index in K* there is one abelian
extension L/K such that the kernel of r: K* -+ Gal(KJK)
+ Gal(L/K) is
precisely R.

Proof. A norm subgroup is necessarily open of finite index. The rest
of the corollary follows from (7.10) and the fact that r: K* --f Gal(K,,/K)
is the restriction to K* of an isomorphism K* N Gal(K,,/K).
The last part of this section is devoted to the explicit determination
of the reciprocity homomorphism
r a la Lubin-Tate.
The main tool is:
LEMMA

7.12 [7, Lemma

21. Let r and 4 be two uniformizing elements

of K and let f(X), g(X) be poI.Ynomials of degree q such that f(X) =
g(X) =_ Xq mod r and f(X) E TX mod (X2), g(x) SE rr’X mod X2. Let
7’ = UT. Then there exists a formal series8(X) E A(&,)[[XjJ

such that

for a certain c E U(&,)
(7.12.1)
where F is the Frobenius automorphism in Gal(K,,./K)
and also its extension

YX)) = wdr V>),

6(X) E EX mod(X2),

to &, , and @(X)) is the seriesobtained from 6(X) by letting F act on the
coeficients of S(X).
Proof.

E E U(K,,)

Because F - 1: U(K,,) -+ U(K,,) is surjective there is an
such that u = F(E)&. Define 4(X) = EX, then
alF(X) z 19,([u]~ (X)) mod(X2).
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Now suppose we have already found 8,.(X) such that
8,F(X)

We define 9;+r(X)
determined. Now

z 6,([u],

(X))

= 9;(X) + 6,+,Xr+l,

(7.12.2)

mod(F+l).

where b, E A(&,)

is yet to be

8f+,(X) = 8: (X) + F(b,+,) Xr+l mod(X’t2)
8,+l([~]r (X)) = 6,([u], (X)) + b7+l~T+1X7f1 mod(X7+2)

(7.12.3)

Let
a,F(X)

Then
br+1

=

- a,([~],

(X))

= -cXr+l

mod(Xr+2)

(7.12.4)

we must choose b,,, such that F(b,+,) = c + b,.+rur+l. Writing
r+l , a,,, must satisfy (use F(E) = EU)
%,lC
F(a,+,) - a,+l = (EU)-(‘+~)c.

(7.12.5)

Such an a,,, exists because F - I: A(&,.) -+ A(Kn,) is surjective
Lemma 5.2). Let 6(X) = I im $r(X). This proves the lemma.
COROLLARY

7.13 [7, Lemma

there exists a 9(X) E A(I?&)[[XJ]

21.

Under the conditions of Lemma 7.12
such that (7.12.1) holds and moreover
for all

Proof.

[cf. (6.7)(i)].

a E A(K)

We first remark that [r&(X) = f (X) and [C&(X)
Let B(X) b e as in (7.12). We consider

h(X) = Sqf(S-l(x))

(cf.

= 6y[zqf (@-l(X))))

= Q([‘rr’lt (WX))),

(7.13.1)

= g(X)
(7.13.2)

where S-l(X) is defined by 9(9-l(X))
= X = 19-~(8(X)). [One uses
(6.7)(i) and (6.7)(ii) t o o bt ain the last equality.] The series h(X) has its
coefficients in A(K) because

hF(X)= ~Fwlf)F @vF WN = WG4f (P-Y (X>>
= S’(f(?F(X))) = h(X)
[For the one but last equality
Further
h(X) = F(E) m-lx
607/18/2-s

substitute

(IY-~)~(X) for X in (7.12.1).]

= UTX zz T/X mod(X2)
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and
h(x) s SF(j(S-l(X)))

3 P((S-l(X))*

= 19~((8-~)~(XQ)) = Xq mod(w).

Therefore, h(X) is a power series of the type considered in (6.6). And
there exists therefore a unique power series [11&X)
such that

[ll,.dX) - X mod(X2)andg([ll,,~W = [Q,,dW% Now let
w9

= [ll,.h ow3)

then (7.12.1) also holds for 6’ (because [l]g,h(X)
A(K)). Consider the series

(7.13.3)
has its coefficients in

4x1 = w4, ((W WN
We have

where we have used h(X) = ~([&],(IV(X)))

Wg(X) and [4([4rW)

twice and [l]&(X)

Thus Z(X) satisfies the conditions that define [u],(X)
Z(X) = [u],(X), which proves the corollary.
DEFINITION

Gal&

- I&,/K)
So

7.14. We
as follows

=

= W+(X) = MtWl~W>) [cf. (6.7)1.

now

= FE Gal@,, * I&/L,,)

define

so that (6.6)

a homomorphism

s,,: K* -+

(the Frobenius automorphism)

~$4 = [u-% EGal&, *K,,/KJ

for

uE U(K)

where [&jr
is the automorphism
of Gal(L, - K,,./K,,)
= Gal&,/K)
;&ii’;;;
on the A, as A, t-+ [u-~]~(&J (i.e., subsitute h, in the series
f
.
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7. I5 [7, Theorem 3 and its corollary].
The homomorphism
s, is independent of IT and coincides with the reciprocity homomorphism r
defined in (7.8).

Proof. We first show that sJrr’> = s,,(&), for all uniformizing
elements 7~, rr’ E K. This suffices to prove the first part of the theorem.
Now on K,,. C K,, aL, = Kab = K,, *L,, both sJ&) end s?,(sT’) induce
the Frobenius automorphism.
On L,, , sn(rr’) is the identity. Thus it
suffices to show that sm(rr’) is the identity on L,! , i.e., we have to show
that
S,(Tr’)(h,‘) = Am’
for all m, where A,’ is a root of g(“)(X)/g’m+l)(X)
where g(X) is a manic
polynomial
of degree q such that g(X) = Xg mod 4 and g(X) E
rr’X mod(X2).
Let 9(X) be a power series over A(&J
such that (7.12.1) and (7.13.1)
hold. Then because [nlr(X) = f(X) and [n’], = g(X) we have because
of (7.13.1) that 6&J is a root of g”(X)/g(“-l)(X).
Now q,(rr’) = q,(u) s,,(n) = s,,(u). F, where F is the Frobenius automorphism in Gal(L, - K,,iL,) C Gal(K,,jK).
Thus

The second assertion of the theorem now follows easily because for
every uniformizing
element T E K both r(n) and s,,(n) are the Frobenius
on K,, and the identity on L, .
Q.E.D.
8. CONCLUDING

REMARKS

In this section we add a few extra comments

to the foregoing.

8.1. “Almost the Reciprocity Morphism” for Arbitrary Finite Galois
Extensions L/K
Let L/K be any finite galois extension. Then the diagram of 5.1 (or
rather, a similar diagram), gives an isomorphism
U(K)/NL,K( U(L)) -

GaI(L/K)~a~/(Gal(LIK)~m

, Gal(L/K))
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of the Reciprocity

Homomorphism

Let r,: K* --f Gal(K,,/K)
be the reciprocity homomorphism
for the
base field K. Then if L/K is a finite galois extension of K, the following
diagram is commutative
NL/K

L*
1TL

l K*
TK

1
Gal(L,b/L) -J% Gal(K,b - L/L) --% Gal(KdK)

(8.2.1)

where a is the natural projection and b is the restricting of automorphisms
of Kab - L to Kab .
In the case of an unramified
extension L/K this has already been
proven [commutativity
of diagram (7.10.511. It thus suffices to prove
the commutativity
of (8.2.1) in the case that L/K is a totally ramified
abelian extension.
We have to show that a 0 rL = r,N,lK,
i.e., we only have to worry
about abelian extensions of L “arising from some subextension
of
Kab/K”.
Let M/K be a totally ramified abelian extension and K,/K
an
unramified
extension of K. The extension L . M/K
is abelian. By
enlarging K, if necessary we can assume that the maximal unramified
subextension of L - M is contained in K, . By means of a similar argument
as in Section 3 we find an abelian extension M’jK such that M’ contains
L and such that M’ * K,, = L * M * K,, for some unramified extension
K, that contains K, .
Id’.& = L.M.K,

M’
L.M-L.M.Kn

K-KL.M-----

Kn

We can now use M’]L and L - K,/L to define rL: L* -+ Gal(M’
and M’/K and KJK to define r,: K* --t Gal(M’ - KJK).
Let u E U(L) and U’ E U(M&) a lift of u for

* K,/L)
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Then U’ is also a lift of NL/K(~) for Na;,,p,,: U(&??Ar) +- U(&,),
which
proves that rL(u) = rK(NLIK(u)) f or u E U(L), in view of the definition of
uL(u)
[cf. Section 5 and (7.4)].
And if rr’ is a uniformizing
element of M’, we have that
T~(JV~,,~(T’)) = FE Gal(M’

. Km/M’)

Y~(N~,,~(T’)) = FE Gal(K,,

. &T/M’).

= Gal(M’

9L * Km/M’)

and
Q.E.D.

8.3. Rami$cation

Keeping track of ramification
in the fundamental
exact sequence
and the diagram 5.1.1. one sees that $(L/K) and hence also Y is ramification
preserving, in the sense that Y,: K* + Gal(L/K)
maps V(K) into
GaF(L/K), where GaP(L/K) is the ith ramification subgroup of Gal(L/K)
(upper numbering).
8.4. The Case K = QP

In the case K = QP , taking rr = p, f(X) = (X + l)p - 1, one finds
f(“)(X)
= (1 + X)p” - 1. The elements of X, then are of the form
5, - 1, where 5, is a primitive p?h root of unity. In this case one has
[2$(X) = (1 + X)” - 1 f or eachp-adic integer u. Hence [u&({, - 1) =
5,” - 1 and formula (7.14) becomes the explicit cyclotomic reciprocity
formula given by Dwork in [l].
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